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Memorandum 83-65 

Subject: Study F-640 - Marital Property Presumptions and Transmutations 
(Comments on Tentative Recommendation) 

The Commission's tentative recommendation on marital property pre

sumptions and transmutations is attached along with the comments re

ceived on it (Exhibits 1-6). The California Judges Association and the 

Family Law Section of the Los Angeles County Bar Association also plan 

to send comments which we will forward to the Commission when received. 

We have met with a subcommittee of the State Bar Family Law Section 

Executive Committee and we will try to report their views where rele

vant, in the absence of written comments from them. 

§ 5110.110. All property acquired during marriage is community 

Section 5110.110 classifies real property acquired with community 

funds that is located in another jurisdiction as community property, 

even though the jurisdiction in which the real property is located may 

not be a community property jurisdiction. The reason for this classifica

tion is that California courts can and do exercise their authority over 

this property to the extent practical at dissolution of marriage, even 

though they cannot directly affect title to the property. 

Henry Angerbauer, CPA (Exhibit I), does not think it is proper to 

characterize out of state realty as community property. "I would let 

the law of situs control the character of the realty." The L.A. County 

Bar Association Probate and Trust officers (Exhibit 6) are also troubled 

by characterizing out of state realty as community property. "California 

cannot unilaterally impose its system of property on other states. 

California can recognize the community source of such property when 

creating spousal rights at the dissolution of the marriage or at death. 

We believe it more appropriate to specifically address that issue through 

a separate section than in the definition of community property in 

Section 5110.110." 

The staff believes that characterization of out of state realty as 

community property is proper. However, if this concept is going to be 

troublesome to people, the staff recommends that we substitute a provi

sion that out of state realty acquired during marriage shall be treated 

as if it were community property for all purposes, including but not 

limited to rights of the parties at dissolution and death. 
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The L.A. County Bar Association officers also point out that the 

requirement that the spouses be domiciled in this state is omitted from 

the draft of Section 5110.110. They are correct, and the staff will 

restore the language relating to domicile. 

§ 5110.620. Community property presumption 

Section 5110.620 creates a community property presumption for 

property "owned" by either spouse during marriage. The purpose of this 

presumption is to simplify proof matters by requiring a person seeking 

to establish a separate property interest to show that property owned 

during marriage was acquired either before marriage or during marriage 

by gift or inheritance. In essence the presumption favors the commu

nity. 

The L.A. County Bar Association officers (Exhibit 6) do not care to 

have the community property presumption applied to property acquired 

before marriage, title to Which is not Changed during marriage, and 

which is still separately owned at the time of dissolution. "There is 

no reason to create a contrary statutory presumption merely to have it 

rebutted through the use of court time." Of course, the L.A. Bar of

ficers are assuming the very fact that is in issue--the time of acquisi

tion of the property; the matter will never be litigated unless the 

parties disagree as to its characterization. 

The staff notes that the subcommittee of the State Bar Family Law 

Section Executive Committee was also somewhat confused by the operation 

of this presumption. Perhaps it would be useful to recast the presump

tion somewhat, e.g., "Property owned by either spouse during marriage is 

presumed to be acquired during marriage;" or "The burden of proof that 

property is separate and not community is on the party seeking to show 

the separate character of the property." Either of these formulations 

would help to achieve the same result as Section 5110.620, although in 

the staff's opinion neither formulation is as good. 

§ 5110.630. Title presumptions 

Section 5110.630 provides that the form of title in Which property 

is held does not create a presumption as to the character of property, 

except at death. At death, if property stands in the name of one spouse 

alone, the property is presumed to be separate. This presumption is 

rebut table. 
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Robert K. Maize, Jr., (Exhibit 2), writes that it doesn't make 

sense to have one set of rules during marriage and a different set at 

death; there should be a single set of rules. Professor William A. 

Reppy, Jr., (Exhibit 4) thinks this recommendation will result in great 

unfairness since, for example, it will be difficult for the heirs of the 

deceased wife to show that every share of stock held and managed by the 

surviving husband is not separate property but has its source in community 

funds. Jack E. Cooper (Exhibit 5) raises questions concerning the 

rebuttability of the separate property presumption Where property is 

being managed in the name of one spouse alone for purposes of conve

nience. The L.A. County Bar officers (Exhibit 6) also consider it to be 

a grave injustice to presume that property standing in the name of the 

husband alone is separate; before the days of equal management "it _s 

exceedingly common for title to community property to be taken in the 

name of the husband as a married man" with the universal understanding 

that this was community property. The officers also believe the law 

should be consistent during life and at death. 

The reason for the special rule at death in the tentative recom

mendation is to address the problem pointed out by the State Bar Probate 

Law Section of property that is clearly separate having to go through 

probate because of the general community property presumption. Whst we 

are hearing now is that we have gone too far and this is not as great an 

evil as imposing a hurden on the parties to show that property is com

munity. This makes sense to the staff, snd we would revise the presump

tion as suggested by the L.A. County Bar officers: 

(b) Upon the death of s married person, property owned by 
either spouse is presumed to be owned in the manner stated in the 
form of title. If the form of title does not state the separste or 
community charscter of the property, property acquired during 
msrriage standing in the name of either spouse or in the names of 
both spouses is presumed to be community. 

§ 5110.640. Gift presumptions 

Section 5110.640 presumes that most gifts between spouses are 

community rather than separate. However, a gift of a "tangible article 

of a personal nature" that is not "substantial in value taking into 

account the circumstances of the marriage" is presumed to be separate 

property. 

Charles A. Dunkel (Exhibit 3--Crocker Bank) questions the basic 

community property presumption for gifts. "A true gift transfers title 
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to the donee. I see no reason for a presumption which negates the 

concept of a gift." The problem we are trying to address here, however, 

is the common experience that many "gifts" are not really intended to 

transfer title from community to separate property. The presumption 

does not preclude a spouse from showing an actual donative intent to 

transfer title. However, the burden is on the person seeking to show 

the property is not community. The staff believes this scheme is appro

priate and would make no change. 

The L.A. County Bar officers (Exhibit 6) question the "substantial 

in value" standard in the case of gifts of personal items. They believe 

this standard invites litigation. The staff can see no way around this 

unless we set SOme arbitrary figure, say $10,000. 

§ 5110.730. Form of transmutation 

Section 5110.730 requires that a transmutation of real or personal 

property must be in writing and made by an express declaration with the 

consent of the spouse whose interest in the property is adversely af

fected. The L.A. County Bar officers (Exhibit 6) see this as a great 

improvement over existing law (which permits oral transmutations and 

transmutations implied by conduct). 

Jack E. Cooper (Exhibit 5) raises the question of the effect of a 

declaration in a will that property is community and not separate. Does 

this declaration bind the heirs of the person executing the will? Must 

the decedent's spouse consent to the transmutation, and if so, is a 

companion will executed by the spouse sufficient to do this? The staff 

believes the statute is properly drafted as tested against this situa

tion--only the adversely affected spouse (not the heirs or the spouse 

that benefits from the transmutation) is required to execute the trans

mutation for it to be valid. 

Section 5110.730 also provides that a writing is not required for 

a transmutation by gift between spouses of "tangible articles of a 

personal nature." The State Bar Family Law subcommittee points out that 

this rule should only apply where the articles are not substantial in 

value, consistent with the general gift presumption. The staff will 

make this change. Mr. Dunkel (Exhibit 3--Grocker Bank) has difficulty 

wi th the "tangible article of a personal nature" terminology. We adopted 

this term after being informed it was in common use among lawyers in

volved in estate planning, as a result of CEB forms. If the terminology 
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is not familiar now, it will become familiar in the near future. The 

staff believes the language is satisfactory. 

Mr. Dunkel also notes that under the draft, a transmutation of real 

property must be recorded if it is to affect third persons who do not 

have notice of the transmutation. Mr. Dunkel believes notice is irrele

vant; the transmutation should not affect third parties at all unless 

recorded. "1 think recording is a reasonable requirement for validity 

of any change in title to real property." The staff believes this 

position is sound and would delete the reference to third persons 

"without notice" of the transmutation. 

§ 5110.920. Application of chapter 

The draft statute applies the new presumptions retroactively, but 

applies the new characterization and transmutation rules only to property 

acquired after the operative date (preserving existing law as to property 

acquired before the operative date). Professor Reppy (Exhibit 4) is 

astonished by the prospective approach and points out the efforts that 

have been made in the past to apply new laws to all community property 

"to avoid the incredible problems caused by having different rules of 

management and control apply to different community assets." He sees 

this approach as sensible and the switch of the tentative recommendation 

inexplicable. The subcommittee of the State Bar Family Law Section was 

also confused by the discrepancy in operative date provisions, and the 

officers of the L.A. Bar Association (Exhibit 6) believe the provision 

requiring prospective application should be deleted. "Then the law 

would be consistent and most easily applied by both practitioners and 

the Courts." The staff agrees, and would apply all the new rules retroactively. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Nathaniel Sterling 
Assistant Executive Secretary 
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Memo 83-65 
EXHIBIT 1 

HENRY ANGER BAUER. CPA 
4401 WILLOW GLEN CT. 

CONCORO. CA 94521 
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Memo 83-65 EXHIBIT 2 

ROBERT K. MAIZE, JR. 
GHemoy at !!a", 

July 8, 1983 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite 2-D 
Palo Alto, CA 94306 

Study F-640 

900 COUEGE AVENUE 
P.O. BOX 11648 

SANTA ROSA, CAliFORNIA 95406 

TELEPHONE (707) 544-4462 

Re: Marital Property Assumptions 

Gentlemen: 

I have had an opportunity to review tentative Recommendations 
Relating to Marital Property Presumptions and Transmutations 
dated May 5, 1983. 

There is one provision that I have difficulty with and that 
is the proposed Civil Code §5ll0.630(b). I see a different 
set of rules being established for the probate of an estate 
of a deceased spouse than would be operating during the life 
of the spouse. It seems to me that property is either community 
property or not and the same conclusion should be reached 
either during the spouses lifetime or at the spouse's death. 
With the different presumptions that may not be the result. 

I think that a single set of rules for determining the 
respective property rights, for all purposes, between the 
spouses would be preferable. . 

Very truly you~ ~ 

t::t')6a1{~ 
RKM:jb 



Memo 83-65 

a..des A. DunIcd 
Va Pt<Ddent 
TNSl Offic<r 

July 13, 1983 

EXHIBIT 3 

~Th.e CrockerBank 

The California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94306 

Re: Marital Property Presumptions and Transmutations 

Gentlemen: 

Study F-640 

The following comments relate to your tentative recommendation on the above 
subject dated May 5, 1983. 

On Page 13, in the second paragraph you refer to Civil Code Section 5110.510. 
I am unable to locate this section either in the present code or in your 
recommended code sections. 

On Page 15, proposed Section 5110.730(a) states that a transmutation of 
real property is not effective as to third parties without notice thereof 
unless recorded. I would eliminate "with notice thereof". I think recording 
is a reasonable requirement for validity of any change in title to real 
property. 

In subsection (b) the phrase "other tangible articles of a personal nature" is 
used. I have difficulty with this terminology, it is not clearly defined 
in the law and is therefore subject to interpretation and litigation. I 
would either specify which other.articles this .section refers to or provide 
that all transmutations of personal property must be in writing. 

On Page 13, Section 5110.640 presumes that most property acquired by a married 
person during marriage by gift from the person's spouse is community property. 
I feel the presumption should be that the property is separate property. A 
true gift transfers title to the donee. I see no reason for a presumption 
which negates the concept of a gift. 

Except for the above, I approve of the tentative recommendation. 

Yours truly ,-~ 
.-,.-.- \ 

(~;.' ? .. -- .. ~ ..... // 
::::--2--:-~·-;;"~/kf·· 

Charles A. Dunkel 
Vice President and Trust Officer 

CAD:BW:1365 

Crodoet Notional Bank 
Son I'tancioa> _ Capiml Bonki"8 e..-
1I1 Suttor Sa= 
Son ftaacisco. CA 94104 
(41SJ477-27:)6 
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Memo 83-65 EXHIBIT 4 Study F-640 

c!!Iuitt ~ninl!r9it~ 
DURHAM 

NQRl"t-oI CAR01..1NA 
27706 

SCHOOL. OF L.A W July 21, 1983 TEL.EPHONE (919) 6S4~2834 

Mr. Nathaniel Sterling 
California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Room D-2 
Palo Alto, California 94306 

Dear Nat: 

I returned yesterday from a month in Europe and am immediately back to 
"the grind". I thank you for your letter concerning what bills relating to 
community property are and are not likely to be enacted. Also thanks for 
your reprint. 

This letter is written primarily to express my negative reaction to 
proposed Civil Code S 5110.630. I think it will result in great unfairness. 

Consider the typical situation where a wife in a second marriage of. 
say, twenty years' duration dies with a will leaving everything to her 
children by the first marriage. The wife never worked. Her husband did and 
invested income in stocks, etc., in his own name. The husband is aged sixty 
now and has worked for forty years. 

The wife dies. ~r children are going to have a hell of a time overcoming 
the presumption you want to impose on them that all the stocks are separate 
property because of the form of title. Common sense indicates that most of 
the stocks will stem from the last twenty years worth of earnings by the 
husband, but how can the stepchildren prove that? The mere fact that a block 
of stock was acquired during the marriage won't overcome the presumption of 
separate ownership, because that fact does not negate the possibility that the 
acquisition was made during marriage with funds earned before marriage. Time 
of acquisition (during marriage) raised under older cases a presumption of 
community ownership but your proposed statute indicates that presumption does 
not apply at death. Accordingly, the kids must negate as to each certificate 
in husband's name the possibility that the money used to buy the stock was 
traceable to pre-marriage savings. It is not enough for them to show that it 
is impossible or improbable that all the stocks could have such a source. 
See Estate of Adams, 132 Cal. App:-id 190 (1955) (analogous problem). 

Section 5110.36 with its anti-community bias is completely inconsistent 
with the emphasis in much of the reform legislation. It puts' magic into "title" 
that is inconsistent with basic community property theory (and inconsistent 
with your laudatory effort to overrule the Lucas holding concerning effect of 
title to the minimotorhome). 

I am also astonished by § 5ll0.920's approach to prospectivity. 
Family Law Act of 1970 sought to apply the new laws there enacted to 
community property to avoid the incredible problems caused by having 

The 
all 
different 
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Mr. Nathaniel Sterling 
July 21, 1983 -2-

rules tf management and control apply to different community assets. This was 
upheld as constitutional in Robertsonv. Willis, 77 Cal. App. 3d 358 (1978). 
Why do we now back away from that sensible approach? Why not apply the new 
rule allowing reasonable gifts without a written consent to all community 
property? Why not bar post-1983 .oral transmutation of all community realty? 
The switch in approach from the 1970 reform is inexplicable to me. 

WAR/hc 

Sincerely, 

S·JL 
William A. Reppy, Jr. 
Professor of Law 
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J Memo 83-65 EXHIBIT 5 

.JACK E. COOPER 
ATTORN EY AT LAW 

22.!s BROADWAY. SU ITE ISOO 

SAN DIEGO, CAL1F"ORNIA 9210, 

CS I !lit I 232-4525 

July '2'9, 1983 

California Law Revision commission 
4000 f.liddlefield Road, Ste. D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94306 

Study F-640 

Re: Marital Property Presumptions And Transmutations 

Gentlemen: 

Thank you for providing me with a copy of your 
tentative recommendation concerning the above-referenced 
subject. 

I have just completed a hearing involving the following 
facts: 

Man and wife, married for a number of years acquire 
property (real) with another couple. Later, to enable 
the husbands to deal with the property, more particularly 
with regard to a sale, the wives quit claim their interests 
to their husbands. Property is sold and note given for 
part of sale price is only in names of men. Later, husband 
and wife execute companion wills each of which states that 
all property they own is community property. Husband dies. 
Children of husband's first marriage, as pretermitted heirs. 
claim an interest in the promissory note as separate property. 

Proposed §5ll0.630 raises the presumption that the 
property (note) is decedent's separate property. 

Proposed ~5l10.710 permits transmutation of character 
of property, in this case from separate back to community. 

Under the provisions of proposed §5110.730:: ; 

1. Is the apparent transmutation in the wills effective 
as far as the pretermitted children are concerned? 

2. Since the surviving spouse was not adversely affected 
by the statement in the decedent's will, was she required to 
join in, consent to. or accept the transmutation? If so, is 
her will, executed at the same time sufficient? 

3. Would you anticipate that the statement in the wills 
would be sufficient to overcome the presumption of §5110.630? 



JACK E. COOPER 
.... TTOANEY AT LAW 

The matter which I was involved in was on a petition 
to set aside a community property order. The decision of 
the court was to deny the petition to set aside. Although 
the decision was not based solely on transmutation of the 
note to community property, it was a matter considered by 
the court. 

Very truly yours, 

\c!.~:7 
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Memo 83-65 EXHIBIT 6 Study F-640 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, California 94306 

Re: Tentative Recommendations 
F-600, F-640 and L-627 

Dear Sirs: 

1801 Century Park East 
Suite 740 
Los Angeles, California 90067 
August 31, 1983 

The undersigned officers of the Probate and Trust Law Section 
of the Los Angeles County Bar Association, speaking as individuals 
rather than officially on behalf of the Section, wish to comment 
on these Tentative Recommendations. Our individual practices re
flect the experiences of city and suburb, large and small law firms, 
the wealthy and those with low and middle incomes. 

F-600, Disposition of Community Property 

The tentative recommendations appear to be basically sound. 
A technical correction should be made to Section 5l25.299(c), so 
that January 1, 1983 is changed to January 1, 1985. 

F-640, Marital Property Presumptions and Transmutations 

This report, dated May 5, 1983, is a refinement of Study F-640 
which was put out in Memorandum 82-103 dated October 14, 1982. 
At the time that memorandum came out, the Estate Planning, Trust 
and Probate Law Section of the California State Bar commented on 
the memorandum. While some of those comments apparently led to 
improvements, others apparently were not followed, so that some of 
the same problems continue to exist in Tentative Recommendation 
F-640. In general, the presumptions regarding title are much im
proved, but there are still problems which need to be addressed. 

Applying normal conflict of laws provisions, it is unconstitutional 
for California to assert that property acquired while the party was 
domiciled outside of the State of California is community property. 
Normal tracing rules would indicate that that such property, 
separate when acquired, would remain separate, even though traced 
to the earnings of a spouse during marriage while residing in 
another state. Special rules regarding this type of property 
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(denominated "quasi-community property") have been devised to .fairly 
govern disposition of that property at dissolution of the marriage 
or upon death of one of the marital partners. Section 5110.110 
should continue to recognize the distinction and should be revised 
to read as follows: 

"Except as otherwise provided by statute, 
all real property and all personal property 
wherever situated acquired by either spouse 
during marriage while domiciled in this state 
is community property. " 

Normal conflict of law provisions also state that the laws 
of the state where real property is located govern the character of 
real property. We understand that it may create an "anomaly" when 
community property funds are invested in real property in a state 
which does not recognize community property. However, California 
cannot unilaterally impose its system of property on other states. 
California can recognize the community source of such property when 
creating spousal rights at the dissolution of the marriage or at 
death. We believe it more appropriate to specifically address that 
issue through a separate section than in the definition of community 
property in Section 5110.110. 

We recommend that the word "acquired" be substituted for the 
l'lord "owned" in Section 5110.520. It is clear that if you acquire 
property prior to marriage, do not change title during the entire 
length of the marriage, do not contribute personal services to its 
management, and still own it at the time of dissolution of marriage, 
it is separate property. There is no reason to create a contrary 
statutory presumption merely to have it rebutted through the use of 
court time. 

While generallY the presumptions in 5110.640 are sound and in 
accord with people's usual expections, we believe that the last line 
of subparagraph (b) will invite litigation over the issue of whether 
the gift is "substantial in value taking into account the circum
stances of the marriage". 

Section 5110.730, regarding transmutation, is a great improve
ment over both the previous versions and the current law. 

The transitional provisions need revision. If we are going to 
enact statutory presumptions, they should apply to all marital 
property, even if acquired before the operative date of the statute. 
Section 5110.930 makes a meaningful distinction for purposes of 
litigation. However, Section 5110.930 conflicts with S 5110.920, 
because 930 requires use of the presumptions regardless of when the 
property has been acquired and 920 says the presumptions do not apply 
to acquisitions prior to January 1, 1985. Section 5110.920 should 
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be omitted so long as the definition of community property is not 
altered and the changes to rebuttable presumptions do not alter 
the rights of any parties. Section 5110.699 recognizes the rights 
of married women who acquired property before January 1, 1975. 
Section 5110.630(b) should also be changed to recognize the rights 
and expectations of parties who acquired property before January 1, 
1985, as discussed in more detail below. We believe it is better 
policy to correct Section 5ll0.630(b) and eliminate Section 5110;920 
than to retain Section 5110.920. Then the law would be consistent 
and most easily applied by both practitioners and the Courts. 

Subsection (b) of Section 5110.630 states that if the form of 
title does not state the separate or community character of the 
property, property standing in the name of one spouse is presumed 
to be separate upon the death of a married person. California should 
not enact such a presumption. When community property management 
was the sole province of the husband, it was exceedingly common for 
title to community property to be taken in the name of the husband 
as a married man. It was universally understood that. said property 
was community property of the husband and wife. Since that form of 
title does not explicitly state that it is community property, under 
the proposed change to the law, that property would be treated as 
separate property. This would create grave injustice to many married 
couples through the State. 

It would be far fairer to all parties to hold that if the form 
of title does not state the separate or community character of the 
property, then the property shall be presumed to be community absent 
clear evidence to the contrary. This has two salutary effects. 
(1) In the case of property acquired before January 1, 1975, with 
title in the name of the husband, it confirms the community nature of 
that property, thus according with the usual practice at the time 
and'with the understanding of the parties. (2) If we are really to 
encourage the independent management and control by either husband 
or wife without transmutation of the property, then it seems that 
all presumptions, whether at death or during lifetime, should be 
consistent with that. It is inconsistent and illogical to create a 
special rule for property passing at death. We suggest revising sub
section (b) to state that 

"Upon the death of a married person, property 
owned by either spouse is presumed to be owned 
in the manner stated in the form of title. If 
the form of title does not state the separate 
or community character of the property, property 

acquired during marriage standing in the name of 
either spouse or in the names of both spouses is 
presumed to be community." 
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L-627, Execution of witnessed Wills 

A.B. 25, submitted to the legislature by the Law Revision 
Commission, contained provisions substantially identical to the 
provisions in this report. Members of the Los Angeles County Bar 
Association, including ourselves, and others criticized these provi
sions. Because of the almost universal negative reaction of the 
Bar, A.B. 25 was amended during the legislative process. It appears 
that A.B. 25 will soon become law in a form which takes into account 
the numerous comments of California lawyers acting individually 
and through their bar associations. l'le see no need for further 
change. 

While there is no doubt that some wills have been invalidated 
in cases where there was no doubt that the testator intended the 
instrument to be a will and there was no suspicion of fraud, these 
cases are not numerous. There are other situations where the 
presence of more than one disinterested witness helps to insure 
the lack of fraud, duress or undue influence and provides valuable 
evidence of testamentary capacity. While some states may not have 
the requirement of two witnesses, other jurisdictions have the same 
requirements or ones which are more strict than ours. 

With a growing aged population, separated from close family 
by distance, the opportunity for abuse and fraud by caretakers or 
others will increase. It is in the public interest to encourage the 
solemnity of those occasions when a person provides for disposition 
of property to take effect at death. The chances for abuse are most 
present when the testator is not wealthy. 

Local practice among middle and lower income clients makes the 
attorney aware of the opportunities for fraud and deception not seen 
by "high powered law firms" and which wealthy clients are not exposed 
to. Since the erosion of the disinterested witness rules is already 
likely to be enacted with the enactment of A.B. 25, we believe it 
is much better for the State to see how the new provisions work and 
whether substantial justice or injustice is served before further 
eroding these safeguards. 

Contrary to the expectations of the drafters~bypermitting 
formal execution of a Will by witnesses at more than one time and 
place, the chances for invalidating a will may actually increase. 
The necessity for proving compliance with the formalities on two 
separate occasions would increase the possibility of failure of 
proof on one of those two occasions. 

Because we consider the presence of at least two witnesses to 
be important, one notary public is not a sufficient safeguard for 
testators and their heirs and beneficiaries. The Uniform Probate 
Code requires two witness and a swearing to a notary public by the 
testator and both witnesses to have a self-proving will. This is 
the law in Colorado and we've been told it works well there. If 
such were enacted here, we might be willing to support the revised 
language of Section 61l0(c) (1). 
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We urge you to carefully consider our comments. We believe 
the constructive criticism offered can greatly improve Tentative 
Recommendation F-640. We believe it would be a mistake, however, 
for the Law Revision Commission to continue to press for the passage 
of the provisions in L-627 as currently drafted. 

VJM:par 
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Very truly yours, 

&k)).~~~ 
LeslieD. Rasmussen 
Chair 

~D.~~ 
Robert D. Bannon 

V'J"J':i~ /J1eu if 
~J. 
Secretar"'.l-

__ J 
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TENTATIVE RECOMMENDATION 

relating ~ 

MARITAL PROPERTY PRESUMPTIONS AND TRANSMUTATIONS 

Property acquired during marriage is as a general rule community 
1 property, unlesa acquired with separate funds. Thus there is a pre-

sumption that property of a married person is community property, but 

the married person can rebut the presumption by tra~ing to a separate 
2 property source. These rules can be altered by agreement of the spouses. 

In particular, the spouses can indicate their intent with respect to the 

character of the property initially by specifying the form of title in 

which it is held, and thereafter the spouses can transmute the character 

of the property as between each other (and to some extent as it affects 

third parties). 3 

Separate Property Title Presumptions 

Civil Code Section 5110, in addition to stating the basic rule that 

all property acquired during marriage is community property unless 

acquired with separate property funds, also states a number of excep

tions based on presumptions drawn from the form of title to property. 

Among the title presumptions created by Section 5110 are: 

(1) Property acquired by a married woman by an instrument in writing 

prior to January I, 1975, is presumed to be her sepsrate property. This 

presumption dates from the time when the husband had management and 

control of community property (prior to January I, 1975) and does not 
4 apply to property over which the wife had management and control. The 

1. Civil Code §§ 687, 5110. 

2. See, ~, discussion in Lichtig, Characterization of Property, in 
1 California Marital Dissolution Practice § 7.16 (Cal. Cont. Ed. 
Bar 1981) j Comment, Form.£!. Ii tIe Presumptions .!:!!o California Community 
Property Law: The ~ for !. "Common Understanding ~ Agreement," 
15 U.C.D. L. Rev. 95, 97-98 (1981). 

3. See generally Bruch, The Definition and Division of Marital Property 
in California: Towards Parity and Simplicity, 33 Hastings L.J. 769, 
829-30 (1982). 

4. In re Marriage of Mix, 14 Cal.3d 604, 536 P.2d 479, 122 Cal. Rptr. 
79 (975). 
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presumption can be rebutted both by tracing to a community property 

source and by evidence of a contrary understanding or agreement of the 

parties. 5 

(2) Property described in paragraph (1) that is acquired with 

another person is presumed to be held as tenants in common. However, if 

the other person with Whom the married woman acquires property is her 

husband and the instrument describes them as husband and wife, the 

presumption is that the property is community. This presumption was 

enacted to overcome the rule of ~.!.!. Mullan6 that husband and wife 

acquisitions were presumptively half community and half the separate 

property of the wife. The presumption is now restricted to pre-January I, 

1975, property. It cannot be rebutted by tracing to a source of separate 

property but only by evidence of a contrary understanding or agreement 

of the parties. 7 

(3) Although Civil Code Section 5110 expressly limits the title 

presumptions applicable to a married woman to property acquired before 

January I, 1975,8 the cases nonetheless continue the effect of the title 

presumptions by creating an inference of a gift as to property acquired 

before or after January I, 1975. If title is taken in the name of one 

spouse alone, and if the other spouse was aware of the state of title 

and acquiesced or did not object, there is an implication or inference 

that a gift has been made and that the property is the separate property 
9 of the spouse in Whose name title stands. 

The case law inference of a gift, like the statutory 

the separate property of the wife, dates from a time When 

had management and control of the community property. At 

was logical to find a gift When the husband allowed title 

presumption of 

the husband 

that time it 

to stand in 

the wife's name alone. However, with either spouse having management 

and control of the community property, this logic is no longer apt. The 

Legislature limited the separate property statutory presumption to pre

January I, 1975, p.roperty When it enacted equal management and. control, 

5. In re Marriage of Rives, 130 Cal. App.3d 138, 181 Cal. Rptr. 572 
(1982) • 

6. 211 Cal. 583, 296 P. 604 (1931). 

7. In re Marriage of Cademartori, 119 Cal. App.3d 970, 174 Cal. Rptr. 
292(1981) • 

8. 1973 Cal. Stats. ch. 987, § 5. 

9. See,~, In.!!. Marriage of Lucas, 27 Cal.3d 808, 614 P.2d 285, 
166 Cal. Rptr. 583 (1980). 
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"-
but the courts have failed to overturn the corresponding separate prop-

erty case law gift implication. 
10 

In In .!!:. Marriage £!. Lucas, for example, title to a mini-

motorhome acquired in part with community funds and in part with separate 

funds of the wife was taken in the wife's name alone; the husband did 

not object to the form of title. The court found the mini-motorhome to 

be the separate property of the wife based on the case law inference 

that a gift is created by title in the wife and the husband's failure to 

object, despite evidence tracing the source of the funds. 

Under equal management and control the husband had no reason or 

right to make such an objection. The wife was entitled to manage and 

control the community property funds and could purchase property with 

them in her own name if she wished to do so. There is no reason why one 

spouse, living happily with the other and not contemplating dissolution 

of marriage, would object when the other spouse exercises the statutory 

equal management and control powers. The gift inference of Lucas seems 

contrary to public policy in that it penalizes the husband for acceeding 
11 to his wife's exercise of equal management powers. Under equal manage-

ment and control, convenience, concerns with insurance, taxation or 

probate, or chance may be more likely to determine which spouse pur

chases or takes title to a given item than is an independent decision of 
12 the spouses as to ownership. 

In addition to the fact that the rationale for the separate prop

erty title presumptions is no longer sound, the presumptions have caused 

substantial problems in practice. The courts have failed to provide a 

standard to determine whether a "common understanding or agreement" 

between the spouses exists sufficient to overcome the effect of the 

presumptions, with detrimental results for the parties, their attorneys, 

10. 27 Cal.3d 808, 614 P.2d 285, 166 Cal. Rptr. 583 (1980). 

11. The gift preference interjects disharmony into marriage by encouraging 
husbands to demand that their wives carryon management powers only 
in the husband's or both partner's names. Reppy, Debt Collection 
for Married Californians: Problems Caused ~ Transmutations, 
SIngle-Spouse Management, and Invalid Marriage, 18 San Diego L. 
Rev. 143, 157 (1981). 

12. Bruch, Management Powers and Duties Under California's Community 
Property Laws: Recommendations for Reform, 34 Hastings L.J. 227, 
265 (1982). 
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13 and the judicial system. Moreover, application of the presumptions 

has led to anomalous results in a number of situations. 14 

Civil Code Section 5110 should be revised not only to eliminate the 

title presumptions but also to overrule the title inferences of separate 

property. These presumptions and inferences were intended to protect 

the interest of the wife in an era When her rights in the community were 

minimal, but the presumptions and inferences are now obsolete. The law 

should continue to state the basic rule that all property acquired 

during marriage is community unless traced to a separate property source 

or transmuted by the spouses. The form of title should not create a 

separate property presumption or inference but should simply be evi-

dence, like 

holding the 

any other, of 
15 property. 

Out-of-State Real Property 

the intent of the spouses as to the manner of 

Community property, as defined by Civil Code Section SIlO, does not 

include real property situated outside California, even·though the 

property may 

during their 

have been acquired by the spouses with community property 
16 marriage While domiciled in California. The reason for 

this gap in the community property law is the assumption that California 

courts will apply the universally accepted choice of law rule that the 

law of the situs of real property governs the nature of interests acquired 

therein. Therefore, it is for the situs state to determine the kinds of 

estates in .real property that exist there and to determine Which of 

these is scquired in consequence of a purchase by a married person 
Ii domiciled in California. 

13. Comment, ~ of Title Presumptions in California Community 
Property Law: The ~for .!. "Common Understanding E.!: Agreement," 
15 U.C.D. L. Rev. 95 (1981). 

14. See discussion in Knutson, California Community Property Laws: A 
Plea for Legislative Study and Reform, 39 S. Cal. L. Rev. 240, 247-
55 (1966). 

15. This rule would not apply upon the death of a spouse, Where the use 
of title presumptions would expedite passage of title and resolution 
of probate questions. 

16. Civil Code Section 5110 provides, in relevant part, that "all real 
property situated in this state and all personal property Wherever ~I 
situated acquired during the marriage by a married person While --I 
domiciled in this state ••• is community property." 

17. See Recommendation and Study Relating !2 Inter Vivos Marital 
Property Rights in Property Acquired While Domiciled Elsewhere, 3 
Cal. L. Rev. Commrn Reports at 1-12 to 1-13 (1961). 
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Notwithstanding the rule that marital real property situated out-

side California is not community property, the property may nonetheless 

be treated as community property 

dissolution of marriage or legal 

for purposes of division of property at 
18 

separation. Although the California 

court dividing the property cannot directly affect title to the property, 

if the court has personal jurisdiction over parties it can make appro

priate orders to effectuate the division. 19 

The statute should accurately state that community property may 

include out-of-state real property. The California courts properly 

exercise their jurisdiction over out-of-state real property to the 

greatest extent possible, and this practice should be statutorily con

firmed. 20 

TranslDlltations 

Apart from the effect of the form of title in creating presumptions 

or inferences as to the character of marital property, there is a body 

of law governing agreements between the spouses to change community 

property to separate and separate property to community. Agreements of 

this type are known as transmutations. Under California law it is quite 

easy for spouses to translDIlte both real and personsl property; a trans

mutation can be found based on oral statements or implications from the 
21 conduct of the spouses. 

California law permits an oral transmutation or transfer of prop

erty between the spouses notwithstanding the statute of frauds. 22 This 

18. See,~, Rozan v. Rozan, 49 Cal.2d 322, 317 P.2d 11 (1957); Ford 
v. Ford, 276 Cal. App.2d 9, 80 Cal. Rptr. 435 (1969). 

19. See Civil Code § 4800.5; Report of Assembly Committee on Assembly 
Bill 124, Assembly J. (March 11, 1970) at 1109. 

20. This recommendation is consistent with that made in Liability of 
Marital Property for Debts, 17 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n Reports 1, 
12-13 (1984). Where it is desirable to limit the jurisdiction of 
the court, this may be done specifically. See,~, Prob. Code 
§ 28 ("community property" defined) [AB 25]. 

21. For a detailed analysis of the law, see Reppy, Debt Collection From 
Married Californians: Problems Caused ~ Transmutations, Single
Spouse Management, and Invalid Marriage, 18 San Diego L. Rev. 143 
(1981); 7 B. Witkin, Summary of California Law Community Property 
§ 73, at pp. 5161-62 (8th ed. 1974). 

22. See,~. Woods v. Security First National Bank, 46 Cal.2d 697, 
299 P.2d 657 (1956). California is the only community property 
jurisdiction that has a clearly established rule dispensing with 
the statute of frauds in land transmutation cases. W. Reppy, 
Community Property in California 39 (1980). 
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rule recognizes the convenience and practical informality of inter-
23 

spousal transfers. However, the rule of easy transmutation has also 

generated extensive litigation in dissolution proceedings. It encourages 

a spouse, after the marriage has ended, to transform a passing comment 

into an "agreement" or even to commit perjury by manufacturing an oral 

or implied transmutation. 

The convenience and practice of informality recognized by the rule 

permitting oral transmutations must be balsnced against the danger of 

fraud and incressed litigation caused by it. The public expects there 

to be formality and written documentation of real property transactions, 

just as it expects there to be formality in dealings with personal 

property involving documentary evidence of title, such as automobiles, 

bank accounts, and shares of stock. Most people would find an oral 

transfer of such property, even between spouses, to be suspect and 

probably fraudulent, either as to creditors or between each other. 

California law should continue to recognize informal transmutations 

for certain personal property gifts between the spouses, but should 

require a writing for a transmutation of real property or other personal 

property. In the case of personal property "gifts" between the spouses, 

gifts of most items such as household furnishings and appliances should 

be presumed community and gifts of clothing, wearing apparel, jewelry, 

and other tangible articles of a personal nature should be presumed 

separate (unless large or substantial in value). These presumptions 

most likely correspond to the expectations of the ordinary married 

couple. 

Fraudulent Conveyances 

The general 

creditors of the 

rule is that if a transmutation is not fraudulent as to 

transferor, the transmutation can affect the right of 
24 

creditors to reach the property. Whether a transmutation is fraudulent 

as to creditors is governed by general fraudulent conveyance law. 
25 

23. See discussion in Bruch, Management Powers and Duties Under 
California I s Community Property Laws: Recommendations for Reform, 
34 Hastings L.J. 227, 262 (1982). 

24. Cf. Bailey v. Leeper, 142 Cal. App.2d 460, 298 P.2d 684 (1956) 
(transfer of property from husband to wife); Frankel v. Boyd, 106 
Cal. 608, 614, 39 P. 939, 941 (1895) (dictum); Wikes v. Smith, 465 
F.2d 1142 (1972) (bankruptcy). 

25. Uniform Fraudulent Conveyance Act, Civil Code §§ 3439-3439.12. The 
act affects the validity of a transfer as to third-party creditors 
and not as between the parties to the transfer. 
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'-If a transfer of property from one member of a household to another 

has the effect of defeating creditors, the transfer is inherently suspect, 

whether the parties to the transfer are husband and wife, parent and 

child, or occupy some other relationship within the household. The 

likelihood of fraud in such a situation is sufficiently great that, in 

addition to the general rules governing fraudulent conveyances, two 

other rules apply to the transfer: 

(1) The transfer is conclusively presumed fraudulent as to creditors 

if there is no immediate delivery of the property followed by an actual 
26 and continued change of possession. 

(2) The intimate relationship 

may raise an inference of fraud as 

between the parties 
27 to creditors. 

to the, transfer 

The conclusive presumption of fraud is ill-suited to transfers 
28 between members of a household. The main purpose of Civil Code Section 

3440 in requiring an immediate delivery and continuous change of posses-
29 sion is to give notice to creditors. This purpose is difficult to 

achieve in a household setting where the personal property that is 

transferred may remain in the same place as before and may be used by 

the same persons of the household who originally used it. There may be 

an actual and bona fide transfer of ownership between members of a 

househOld, but the transfer may not be apparent to third parties. 

Transfers of personal property between household members tend to be 

casual and informal. The formalities applicable to a transfer in a 

purely business relationship are unwarranted in such a setting. Failure 

26. Civil Code § 3440. Section 3440 governs all transfers in Which 
there is no delivery and change of possession of the property 
transferred, including transfers within the household. See,~, 

pfunder v. Goodwin, 83 Cal. App. 551, 257 P. 119 (1927); Gardner v. 
Sullivan & Crowe Equipment Co., 17 Cal. App.3d 592, 94 Cal. Rptr. 
893 (1971). 

27. See,~, Wood v. Kaplan, 178 Cal. App.2d 227, 2 Cal. Rptr. 917 
(1960) • 

28. See Bruch, Management Powers and Duties Under California's Community 
Property Laws: Recommendations for Reform, 34 Hastings L.J. 227, 
270 (1982); Reppy, Debt Collection From Married Californians: 
Problems Caused 1!x. Transmutations, SInjj"le-Spouse Management, and 
Invalid Marriage, 18 San Diego L. Rev. 143, 221-25 (1981). 

29. See Joseph Henspring Co. v. Jones, 55 Cal. App. 620, 203 P. 1038 
(1921) • 
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of delivery between household members should not be conclusively presumed 

fraudulent. The members should at least have the opportunity to rebut ==> 
the presumption of fraud and show that the transfer was bona fide. 

Otherwise, every transfer among household members, even though bona 

fide, will be fraudulent as to creditors since the transferor will 

always remain in constructive possession as a member of the household. 

Elimination of the conclusive presumption of fraud in a transfer of 

personal property between members of the same household would not 

validate a transaction made with the purpose of defeating creditors. 

The Uniform Fraudulent Conveyance Act enables a creditor to avoid such a 

transfer not only if it was made with fraudulent intent but also if it 

waa made for less than a fair consideration and either resulted' in the 

transferor's insolvency or was made once the transferor was already 

insolvent. In the reported cases dealing with transfers with a house

hold, ineqUitable results to third-party creditors could readily have 
30 been avoided without the conclusive presumption of fraud. 

Elimination of the conclusive presumption of fraud will not affect 

the inference of fraud that may be drawn from an intrahousehold transfer. 

It has been held judicially that since direct proof of fraudulent intent 

is often impossible because the real intent of the parties and the facts 

of a fraudulent transaction are peculiarly within the knowledge of the 

parties to the fraud, a creditor may infer fraud from circumstances 

surrounding the transaction, the relationship, and the interest of the 
31 parties. The relationship of parent and child, for example, when 

coupled with suspicious circumstancea may be sufficient to raise an 
32 inference of fraud in a conveyance from one to the other. The infer-

ence of fraud should be codified as a presumption affecting the burden 

of proof, to replace the conclusive presumption of fraud in a transfer 

within the household. 

30. See Bruch, Management Powers and Duties Under California's Community 
Property Laws: Recommendations for Reform, 34 Hastings L.J. 227, 
270 (1982). 

31. See,~, Fross v. Wotton, 3 Cal.2d 384, 44 P.2d 350 (1935). 

32. See,~, Menick v. Goldy, 131 Cal. App.2d 542, 280 P.2d 844 
(1955) • 
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The Commission's recommendations would be effectuated by enactment 

of the following measure. 

An act to add Sections 3444 and 5109 to, to add Chapter 2 (commencing 

with Section 5110.110) to Title 8 of Part 5 of Division 4 of, and to 

repeal Sections 687 and 5110 of, the Civil Code, relating to marital 

property. 

The people of the State of California do enact ~ follows: 

043/144 

SECTION 1. Section 687 of the Civil Code is repealed. 

6~~ €emmuft~ty ~repepty is ~pepep~y 8eq~ipee ey ~~8eefta 8fta 

w*~e, ep ~i~herT e~piftg m&PpieseT Wfteft ~&t 8eq~~pee 8S ~~e 8epape~e 

ppepep~y e~ ~i~hePT 

Comment. The substance of former Section 687 is continued in 
Section 5110.110 (all property acquired during marriage is community). 

045/081 

SEC. 2. Section 3444 is added to the CiVil Code to read: 

3444. In the case of a transfer between members of the same house

hold of personal property within or incident to the household, the pre-. 

sumption created by this chapter is not conclusive but is a presumption 

affecting the burden of proof. 

Comment. Section 3444 is added in recognition of the fact that a 
valid transfer of property between members of a household may not in
volve an actual and continued change of possession due to the nature of 
household property. Section 3444 in effect codifies the inference of 
fraud that may arise in such a transfer. See,~, Menick v. Goldy, 
131 Cal. App.2d 542, 280 P.2d 844 (1955). 

045/082 

SEC. 3. Section 5109 is added to the Civil Code to read: 

5109. As used in this title, real property does include, and 

personal property does not include, a leasehold interest in real property. 

Comment. Section 5109 continues the substance of the last sentence 
of former Section 5110. 
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SEC. 4. Section 5110 of the Civil Code is repealed. 

SEC. 4 
045/117 NZ 

§He.- I!xeelt~ as Itpeyi<t.... "ft SeeUefts H91, H98, &H H9~, til: 

~eal: ItPel"'~~ s"taft~"" 4ft ~H4s s~~e &H al:I: I"'PS&ftti It~slt~~y whe~e¥er 

e*~~a~"" ae~~.,r"" Ii~~fft~ tfie ~r*,,~e ~ a mar~feli I"'reeft ~"'I:e demieil:ed 

*1'1 ~Me s~~ ... aM ItI."eJtSPt;y lteW ifI ft_t; ~_ft~ " S_isft §H;JT§, *" 

e_~y It~~~r. It .. !! whefte¥er afty reel: er lte~S&_l: "pelt~~Y; er Itft1 

*ftt;~eet; '!!h~e4ft er efte_ItMftee '!!he~Sft, ie ~ir"" It~*"r " .HHt~a~ l:; 

,j,~§, Ity I!t _rd .... _ft Ity _ *_fttmeft!! ifI wHHft~ '!!he ~esltlllltt;ieft H 

~hat; t;he e_ is he~ s"l'aPHe Itre~~y; aftft * ee _~ .. i~ loy _elt 

IIl!tr~i"" WM08:ft aftft Itft1 e~lte~ ltepS&ft ~lte ~e_l!Iltt;ieft is tltet; site '!!aItee '!!he 

Itart; _~~.,r"" Ity h~, as ~ftftft!! ift e __ , ~ee a ft*He~ftt; 4ftt;eat;ieft 

ie ~eee"" ifI '!!lte iftsfttmeftt;t exeelt'!!, !!\t&!! wfteft ftfty M _elt ~",,~!!y 

ie ae<flti~"" Ity Msiteftft I!tM ft€e loy ftft iftsfttme .. ~ ifI whieh '!!hey ~ 

Ii seerib.... ae haelta-ftft aftft ft!!e, ltft'l:e_ I!t liii~~e .. !! ift!!eft!!ieft ie etqt~-ee 

*ft tfie *ftet;l'1tIIIeft~, ~\te ItP_ItMoea H t-ite~ _It ~et!~y is '!;he e_ait;y 

Itl."el"'r~ e~ t;he haeMM aM vHeT Wlteft I!t e~'l:effftl!lil:y ~ei<teaee e~ a 

1t_ltltftft &H viie .,e ae~~.,r"" ~ '!!hSl!l ~i~ _Prift~e .." ;.tiftt; _aa!!e, 

~er '!!he ~se M ~Ite Ii:t,y.,e!:sft M _elt ~eltert;y ltIt"ft li.,eee'!:ltH:Sft eE 

1Il!tpp4ft~ er ~l: e"l'l!tra~*ea eal:y; !!he ItPftSlt1!IIt'!!iSft H '!!hl!t'!! tI_1t e:t,a~ 

femil:y reeifteftee *e !!he eem1!l .. ft*~y ItPS""rt;y sf t;he ~elteftft &H V*~8T ~ 

ItPesttl!llt~*e_ ift ~hie eee!!iea meat;.,eaeft &re eeae'l: .. e:t,ye ift ~yS~ tI~ Itft1 

Itereea oleeHtt~ ia ~ ~ri'!!h Mft ~ a "el:1t8:b'l:e eeaeifteraHeft ~It _It 

lIl!t~i"" _ft er It&!! ~al: ~"I'peeeftt;Hi_e _ _eeseere *ft *ft'!!ereet;; 

aftft ~~aroll:eee ef I!tfty eit&ft~ *ft her mar~al: eft~e aft;~ ~ltieiHea M 

",\te Itrel"'Pt;yT 

'Eft eeees 1ifte~ a marri .... _ \t&e e8ftyeyeft; er sltel:l: ltereeft;er 

eeftYft}", ~al: ~~"'y 1ift:l:eit ehe ~r"" JtPier ~e ~ l:~ l-&8~ '!!he 

h~elta-ftft, sr hie heire e~ aeei~_, ef etteh ~riet! _, tlhl!tH &e Mr~"" 

f~_ eel!l __ "~ er l!II!tift~*ft4ft~ atty ae"'ieft t;e e\t&v t;ftat; t;he reel: ItI."eltert;y 

vl!te e8m1!lltft~y ItI."el"'Pt;y, er t;e reetl¥er t;he reel: Itr"l'ert;y ~r_ aftft ef~er 

efte year ft.oem t;he fH4ft~ ~ _eerft ia '!!he ~eeerolepl.e effiee Me_It 

ee.weya .... s"T ps&pe~_~,. 

M .. &eft ifI ~hie eeet;!:9ft, l'M'e9ftti ~r~y oleee Olet; 4ftel:1tole aM 

~eti ltr&JteP"'y lieee *ftel:1tole l:eeeelteU *ft~_e~ *ol reel: 1tI."e1t~~yT 

Comment. The substance of the first portion of the first sentence 
of former Section 5110 is continued in Section 5110.110 (all property 
acquired during marriage is community). The substance of the second 
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c ~ SEC. 5 

portion of the first sentence and the third sentence are continued in 
Section S110.699 (property acquired by married woman before January I, 
1975) • 

The second sentence relating to a single-family residence held in 
joint tenancy form is superseded by Section 4800.1 lAB 261. The fourth 
sentence relating to actions to invalidate a conveyance of real property 
acquired by a married woman prior to May 19, 1889, is not continued 
because it is obsolete. The last sentence is continued in Section S109 
(leasehold interest as real or personal property). 

04S/209 

SEC. 5. Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 5110.110) is added to 

Title 8 of Part S of Division 4 of the Civil Code, to read: 

CHAPTER 2. CHARACTERIZATION OF MARITAl PROPERTY 

Article 1. Community Property 

§ 5110.110. All property acquired during marriage is community 

SIlO. 110. Except as otherwise provided by statute, all real prop

erty and all personal property Wherever situated acquired by either 

spouse during marriage is community property. 

Comment. Section 5110.110 continues the substance of former Sec
tion 687 and the first portion of former Section 5110, and extends the 
definition to include real property situated outside this ··state. Section 
S110.110 states the basic rule that all property acquired during marriage 
is community unless it comes within a specified exception. The major 
exceptions are those relating to separate property. See,~, Sections 
5107 (separate property of wife), 5108 (separate property of husband), 
5126 (personal injury damages). Community property may be converted to 
separate property by transmutation or by a general marital property 
agreement. See,~, Section S110.710 (transmutation). Section S110.110 
is not an exhaustive statement of property classified as community. 
See,~, Section Sll3.S (property transferred to trust). 

101/182 

[Articles 2-S. Reserved] 

Article 6. Presumptions 

§ 5110.610. Effect of presumptions 

S110.610. (a) The presumptions established by this article are pre

sumptions affecting the burden of proof. 

(b) The presumptions established by this article are rebuttable by 

tracing the property to a different source or by proof of a transmutation 

of the character of the property. 
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§ 5110.620 

Comment. Section 5110.610 codifies the rule that the statutory 
presumptions as to the character of marital property are rebuttable pre- ~ 

sumptions affecting the burden of proof. They may be rebutted by --1 
tracing the property to a contrary source or by proof of a contrary 
agreement of the spouses. See,~, discussion in Lichtig, Character-
ization of Property, in 1 California Marital Dissolution Practice § 7.13 
(Cal. Cont. Ed. Bar 1981). 

404/105 

§ 5110.620. Community property presumption 

5110.620. Except as otherwise provided by statute, property owned 

by either spouse during marriage is presumed to be community property. 

Comment. Section 5110.620 codifies the case law community property 
presumption, rebuttable by agreement or by tracing to a separate prop
erty source. See,~, Haldeman v. Haldeman, 202 Cal. App.2d 498, 21 
Cal. Rptr. 75 (1962); Lynam v. Vorwerk, 13 Cal. App. 507, 110 P. 355 
(1910); See v. See, 64 Cal.2d 778, 415 P.2d 776, 51 Cal. Rptr. 888 
(1966). Exceptions to the general community property presumption 
created by this section may be found in Sections 5110.630 (title pre
sumptions) and 5110.640 (gift presumptions). [See also Article 5 
(commencing with Section 5110.510) (community property with right of 
survivorship) .J 

2940 

§ 5110.630. Title presumptions 

5110.630. (a) Except as otherwise provided by statute, the form of 

title to property acquired by either spouse during marriage doea not 

create a presumption or inference as to the character of the property. 

and is not in itself evidence sufficient to rebut the presumptions 

established by this article. 

(b) Upon the death of a married person. property owned by either 

spouse is presumed to be owned in the manner stated in the form of 

title. If the form of title does not state the separate or community 

character of the property, property standing in the name of one spouse 

is presumed to be separate and property standing in the names of both 

spouses is presumed to be community. 

Comment. Subdivision (a) of Section 5110.630 makes clear that the 
form in which title to property is taken does not create a presumption 
or inference contrary to the basic community property presumption. This J 
overrules cases that held, for example, that Where title to property 
acquired with community funds is taken in the name of one spouse alone 
with the knowledge of and without objection by the other spouse. there 



~ .~ 
'-'" --' 

§ 5110.640 

is an inference of a gift of community property to the person in who.se 
name title is taken. See,~, .In E! Marriage of Lucas, 27 Cal.3d 808, 
614 P.2d 285, 166 Cal. Rptr. 853 (1980). Under Section 5110.630 the 
form of title may be evidence of an agreement or of the source of the 
property, the weight of which depends on the circumstances of the case. 
The form of title is not in itself sufficient to rebut the basic commu
nity property presumption. A change in the form of title made during 
marriage in connection with a transmutation or transfer of ownership, 
however, may be evidence sufficient to rebut the community property 
presumption. 

The rule of subdivision (a) that the form of title does not create 
a presumption as to the character of the property is subject to a number 
of exceptions. Subdivision (b) creates title presumptions for the pur
pose of probate and passage of title upon the death of spouse. Section 
4800.1 [AB 26) creates a presumption for the purpose of division of pro
perty at dissolution of marriage applicable to property acquired in 
joint tenancy form. [See also Article 5 (commencing with Section 5110.510) 
(community property with right to survivorship).) 

404/106 

§ 5110.640. Gift presumptions 

5110.640. The following presumptions apply to property acquired by 

a married person during marriage by gift from the person's spouse: 

(a) Except as provided in subdivision (b), the property is presumed 

to be community property. 

(b) Clothing, wearing apparel, jewelry, and other tangible articles 

of a personal nature, used solely or principally by the person, are 

presumed to be the person's separate property except to the extent they 

are substantial in value taking into account the circumstances of the 

marriage. 

Comment. Section 5110.640 qualifies the general rule that property 
acquired by a spouse by gift during marriage is separate property. See 
Sections 5107 (separate property of wife) and 5108 (separate property of 
husband). Notwithstanding this general rule, interspousal "gifts" are 
presumed to be separate or community depending on the nature of the 
property given. Section 5110.640 also qualifies the general rule that 
the spouses may transmute the character or ownership of property. See 
Section 5110.710 (transmutation). The presumptions established by 
Section 5110.640 can be rebutted by proof that the parties intended by 
the gift a transmutation of the character of the property. 
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§ 5110.699 
404/191 

§ 5110.699. Property acquired by married woman before January I, 1975 

5110.699. Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, 

whenever any real or personal property, or any interest therein or 

encumbrance thereon, is acquired prior to January I, 1975, by a married 

woman by an instrument in writing, the following presumptions apply, and 

are conclusive in favor of any person dealing in good faith and for a 

valuable consideration with the married woman or her legal representatives 

or successors in interest, regardless of any change in her marital 

status after acquisition of the property: 

(a) The presumption is that the property is the married woman's 

separate property. 

(b) If acquired by the married woman and any other person, the 

presumption is that the married woman takes the part acquired by her as 

tenant in common, unless a different intention is expressed in the 

instrument. 

(c) If acquired by husband and wife by an instrument in Which they 

are described as husband and wife, unless a different intention is 

expressed in the instrument, the presumption is that the property is the 

community- property of the husband and wife. 

Comment. Section 5110.699 continues the substance of a portion of 
former Section 5110. 

404/192 

Article 7. Transmutation 

§ 5lIO.710. Transmutation of character of property 

5110.710. Notwithstanding any other provision of this title and 

subject to the limitations provided in this article, the spouses may by 

agreement or transfer, with or without consideration, do any of the 

following: 

(a) Transmute community property to separate property of either 

spouse. 

(b) Transmute separate property of either spouse to community 

property. 

(c) Transmute separate property of one spouse to separate property 

of the other spouse. 

-14-
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§ 5110.720 

'-- --' 
Comment. Section 5110.710 codifies the basic rule that spouses may 

transmute the character of community or separate property. See, e.g., 
discussion in Reppy, Debt Collection from Matried Californians: Problems 
Caused £z Transmutati~ Single-Spouse-Management, and Invalid Marriage, 
18 San Diego L. Rev. 143 (1981). In addition to the limitations on 
transmutation provided in this article, the spouses are subject to the 
general rules governing the validity of agreements and transfers as well 
as the special rules that control the actions of persons occupying 
confidential relations with each other. See Section 5103. The charac
terization of community and.separate property may be affected by a 
general marital property agreement, ahtenuptial or otherwise, as well as 
by a transmutation of specific property. 

404/286 

§ 5110.720. Fraudulent conveyance laws apply 

5110.720. A transmutation is subject to the laws governing fraud

ulent transfers. 

Comment. Section 5110.720 codifies existing law. Cf. Bailey v. 
Leeper, 142 Cal. App.2d 460, 298 P.2d 684 (1956) (transfer of property 
from husband to wife); Frankel v. Boyd, 106 Cal. 608, 614, 39 P. 939, 
941 (1895) (dictum); Wikes v. Smith, 465 F.2d 1142 (1972) (bankruptcy). 
See, e.g., Section 3444 (presumption of fraud in transfer between mem
bers of household without delivery). 

101/157 

§ 5110.730. Form of transmutation 

(a) A transmutation of real property is not valid unless made in 

writing and is not effective as to third parties without notice thereof 

unless recorded. 

(b) A transmutation of personal property is not valid unless made 

in writing. This subdivision does not apply to a gift between the 

spouses of clothing, wearing apparel, jewelry, or other tangible articles 

of a personal nature. 

(c) A transmutation is not valid unless made by an express decla

ration that is made, joined in, consented to, or accepted by the spouse 

whose interest in the property is adversely affected. 

Comment. Section 5110.730 imposes formalities on interspousal 
transmutations for the purpose of increasing certainty in the deter
mination whether a transmutation has in fact occurred. 

Subdivision (a) makes clear that the ordinary rules and formalities 
applicable to real property transfers apply also to transmutations of 
real property between the spouses. See Civil Code §§ 1091, 1624 (statute 
of frauds); 1213-1217 (effect of recording). This overrules existing 
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§ 5110.910 

case law. See,~, Woods v. Security First Nat'l Bank, 46 Cal.2d 697, 
701, 299 P.2d 657, 659 (1956). ~ 

Subdivision (b) overrules existing law that permits oral trans- --I 
mutation of personal property; however, an oral transmutation by gift of 
certain personal property is recognized. 

404/942 

[Article 8. Reserved] 

Article 9. Transitional Provisions 

§ 5110.910. Operative Date 

5110.910. As used in this article, "operative date" means January I, 

1985. 

§ 5110.920. Application of chapter 

5110.920. Except as otherwise provided in this article, this 

chapter applies only to marital property acquired on or after the 

operative date. Marital property acquired before the operative date is 

governed by the applicable law in effect before the operative date. 

§ 5110.930. Presumptions 

5110.930. The presumptions established by this chapter apply in a 

proceeding commenced on or after the operative date, regardless Whether 

the property was acquired before, on, or after the operative date. 

commenced. 
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